
 

HEAT AND 

TEMPERATURE 

 



What is HEAT? 

A form of energy associated with the 

motion of molecules through solid 

and fluid 
 

 



Heat Transfer 
 Heat 

 thermal energy that flows from  

a warmer material to a cooler material 

 Like work, heat is... 

 measured in joules (J) 

 a transfer of energy 



Heat Transfer 
 Why does A feel hot and B feel cold? 

80ºC 

A 

10ºC 

B 

 Heat flows from A to your hand = hot. 

 Heat flows from your hand to B = cold. 



What is HEAT? 

Particles move about more and take 

up more room if heated – this is why 

things  expand if heated 
 

 



HEAT ENERGY 
It is also why substances change from:    

   solids         liquids         gases  

 when heated 

 

 



Heat and Temperature 

 The temperature of an object tells us how HOT it is 

 It is NOT the same as heat energy although the two quantities 

are related. 

 e.g. a beaker of water at 60 °C is hotter than a bath of 

 water at 40 °C BUT the bath contains more joules of heat 

 energy 

http://www.clker.com/clipart-11095.html
http://www.clker.com/clipart-26320.html


Heat and Temperature 

 Temperature is used to measure the heat energy in degrees 

Celsius 

 We use a thermometer to measure the energy 

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_lYlA5KVRQAJpiJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBxbjNxaGVuBHBvcwM3BHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkA0kxMDlfMTMw/SIG=1i53d40fc/EXP=1242555864/**http%3A//images.search.yahoo.com/images/view%3Fback=http%253A%252F%252Fimages.search.yahoo.com%252Fsearch%252Fimages%253Fp%253Dthermometer%2526js%253D1%2526ni%253D21%2526ei%253DUTF-8%2526y%253DSearch%2526fr%253Dsfp%26w=1600%26h=1200%26imgurl=pangea.tec.selu.edu%252F%257Ecboylan%252Fetec644%252Fthermometer.jpg%26rurl=http%253A%252F%252Fpangea.tec.selu.edu%252F%257Ecboylan%252Fetec644%252Fweather.html%26size=409k%26name=thermometer%2Bjpg%26p=thermometer%26oid=d6bc90a0a863ae9c%26fr2=%26no=7%26tt=589333%26ni=21%26sigr=11opkh1c6%26sigi=11kt7kb20%26sigb=12ug1cb6o


Heat and Temperature 

 Temperature can also be measured in Fahrenheit and Kelvin 

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_lYlA5KVRQAJpiJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBxbjNxaGVuBHBvcwM3BHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkA0kxMDlfMTMw/SIG=1i53d40fc/EXP=1242555864/**http%3A//images.search.yahoo.com/images/view%3Fback=http%253A%252F%252Fimages.search.yahoo.com%252Fsearch%252Fimages%253Fp%253Dthermometer%2526js%253D1%2526ni%253D21%2526ei%253DUTF-8%2526y%253DSearch%2526fr%253Dsfp%26w=1600%26h=1200%26imgurl=pangea.tec.selu.edu%252F%257Ecboylan%252Fetec644%252Fthermometer.jpg%26rurl=http%253A%252F%252Fpangea.tec.selu.edu%252F%257Ecboylan%252Fetec644%252Fweather.html%26size=409k%26name=thermometer%2Bjpg%26p=thermometer%26oid=d6bc90a0a863ae9c%26fr2=%26no=7%26tt=589333%26ni=21%26sigr=11opkh1c6%26sigi=11kt7kb20%26sigb=12ug1cb6o


Baseline Temperatures 

    Kelvin   Celsius  Fahrenheit 

    K °  C °  F ° 

boiling water   373.15  100   212 

melting ice   273.15  0  32  

absolute zero   0   -273.15  -459.67 



Heat and Temperature 

 If an object has no energy it is at absolute zero 

 -273o C 



Going from Celsius to Fahrenheit 

Convert 37 oC to oF. 
oF = 9/5oC + 32 
oF = 9/5(37oC) + 32 

    = 66.6 + 32 

    = 98.6oF 



Going from Fahrenheit to Celsius 

Convert 68oF to oC 
oC = 5/9(oF – 32) 
oC = 5/9(68 – 32) 

     = 5/9(36) 

     = 20 oC 



Going from Celsius to Kelvin 

Convert 100oC to K 

K = oC + 273 

K = 100 + 273 

    = 373 K 



Heat and Temperature 

 Different types of thermometers are used for different 

purposes 

 Clinical 

 Cooking 

 Gas 

 Body temperature 

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_qWlg5Kvh4BYCmjzbkF/SIG=127bu1dl9/EXP=1242556438/**http%3A//www.mercury.utah.gov/images/thermometer1.jpg
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_mwlg5KvCUAzJKjzbkF/SIG=12drcfmer/EXP=1242556464/**http%3A//www.fsis.usda.gov/oa/pubs/thermy/jpg/smalldial.jpg


Heating and Cooling 

 If an object has become hotter,  

it means that it has gained heat energy. 

 

 If an object cools down, it means it has  

lost energy 

 



Getting Warm 

 The majority of our heat comes from the sun 



Other Sources of Heat Energy 

 Electricity 

 Combustion 

 Infra-red 

 Microwave 

 Hot water 



•Energy transfer  

      Conduction 

      Convection 

       Radiation 

HEAT ENERGY 



Conduction 

 Heat is transferred through a material by being passed from 

one particle to the next 

 Particles at the warm end move faster and this then causes 

the next particles to move faster 

  

 

the HOT end    the cold end 

 



Conduction cont… 

 Occurs by the particles hitting each other and so energy is 

transferred. 

 Happens best in solids-particles very close together 



Conductors 

 Materials that conduct heat quickly are called conductors 

 All metals are good conductors of heat 



Insulators/poor conductors 

 Materials that conduct heat slowly or poorly are called 
insulators 

 Glass, wood, plastic and rubber are poor conductors (good 
insulators) 



Insulators/poor conductors 

 Nearly all liquids including water are poor conductors (good 

insulators) 

 Gases, including air are poor conductors 

 



Insulators 

A material which does not allow heat to pass through 

it easily. Some animals have good 

insulation to survive 

severe winters. 



Buildings and houses are insulated so that heat does 

not pass out of (winter time) and into (summer time). 



What are some other uses of insulation? 

http://www.workzonegear.com/images/carhartt/K56_L.jpg


Convection 

 Takes place in material where particles can move around 

inside the material, i.e. liquid or gas 

 The heat is carried by the particles themselves moving 



Convection Currents 

 Hot liquids and gases expand and rise while the cooler liquid 

or gas falls 

1. Hot air rises 

2. Goes across 

3. Then down 

4. And across 



Convection cont… 
 The sun can cause large convection currents  - WINDS 

 During daytime the land warms up more than the sea.  The 
warm air rises over the land and cool air falls over the sea. So 
we feel a sea breeze. 

 How can convective currents be used? 



Radiation 

 Transfer of heat directly form the source to the object by a wave, 

travelling as rays. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trees_and_sunshine.JPG


Radiation 

 Heat radiation is also known as  

 
 

 

 All objects that are hotter than their surroundings give out 

heat as infra-red radiation 

 

INFRA-RED RADIATION 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cf/Ir_girl.png


 



Emitters 

 Hotter objects emit (give out) heat 

 Different surfaces emit heat at different speeds 

 A dull black surfaces loses energy more quickly – it is a good 

radiator 



Emitters 

 A bright shiny or white surface is a poor radiator 

 Marathon runners need to keep warm at the end of races, covering 

in shiny blankets reduces radiation and therefore heat loss. 



Emitters of heat 

Bright shiny can 

Poor radiator 

Dull black can 

Good Radiator 



Absorbers 

Cooler objects absorb (take in) heat 

Substances absorb heat at different speeds 

Dull, black surfaces absorb heat quickly 

Bright, shiny surfaces absorb heat slowly 



Absorbers 

In hot countries, people wear bright white 
clothes and paint their houses white to reduce 
absorption of energy from the sun. 

Petrol storage tanks sprayed silver to reflect 
sun’s rays 



Absorbers 

Shiny, bright can 

Poor absorber 

Dull black can 

Good absorber 


